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Flexible Robotic Scanning Device for
Intraoperative Endomicroscopy in MIS
Siyang Zuo, Michael Hughes, and Guang-Zhong Yang, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Optical biopsy methods such as probe-based
confocal endomicroscopy can provide intraoperative real-time
assessment of tumour margins, including during minimally
invasive surgery with flexible endoscopes or robotic platforms.
Mosaics can be produced by translating the probe across the
target, but it remains difficult to scan over a large field-of-view
with a flexible endomicroscope. In this paper, we have developed a
novel flexible scanning device for intraoperative endomicroscopy
in MIS. A Schott leached imaging bundle was integrated into the
device and enables the approach, via a flexible path, to deep and
narrow spaces in the human body that otherwise would not
accessible. The proposed device uses a gear-based flexible
concentric tube scanning mechanism to facilitate large
field-of-view mosaicing. Experimental results show that the device
is able to scan different surface trajectories (e.g. a spiral pattern
over a hemi-spherical surface). Results from lens tissue paper and
porcine liver tissue are demonstrated, illustrating a viable
scanning approach for endomicroscopy in MIS.
Index Terms—Endomicroscopy,
robotics, image mosaicing

optical

biopsy,

medical

I. INTRODUCTION

W

ith the development of minimally invasive approaches to
surgery, such as single port surgery [1-2] and natural
orifice transluminal endoscopic surgery (NOTES) [3-5],
flexible endoscopes offer further scope for reducing access
trauma and invasiveness. NOTES has also been developed as a
minimally invasive approach to diagnostic laparoscopy [6-9].
However, it is currently necessary to take invasive biopsies if
high-resolution tissue imaging is needed, such as for the
identification of tumour margins.
In recent years, providing in situ, in vivo functional imaging
of the exposed tissue surface has become an important research
topic. This can further benefit minimally invasive surgery
(MIS) by providing tissue detection, labelling, and targeting
both at macro and cellular levels. Fluorescence confocal
endomicroscopy [10], a cellular scale endoscopic imaging
technique, could allow real-time assessment of tumour
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margins. In fluorescence confocal endomicroscopy, tissue is
stained with a fluorescent contrast agent such as acriflavine
hydrochloride or sodium fluorescein. A coherent fibre imaging
bundle then relays a scanning laser pattern to the tissue and
collects fluorescent signal. This allows optically sectioned
images to be assembled, making it possible to image thick
tissue in vivo. A number of groups have investigated the
applications of confocal endomicroscopy, which, following
application of a contrast agent, can allow the detection of
disruption in the pit pattern in the colon, reveal
microvasculature in sessile polyps, and highlight intestinal
metaplasia in Barrett’s Oesophagus [11]. pCLE is also used for
assessment of indeterminate biliary strictures [12], in the lung
[13], and can provide excellent sensitivity and specificity to
common forms of cancer [14].
The development of confocal endomicroscopy provides the
option of intraoperative optical biopsy, avoiding the risk of
organ and tissue damage from standard tissue biopsy, and
providing tissue information for real time diagnosis. However,
the field-of-view for these devices is small (typically 0.2 to
0.7 mm). Although the effective coverage can be increased by
mosaicing [15-17], this is difficult to achieve manually. This
has led to the development of mechanical scanning devices for
endomicroscopy. Several research groups have focused studies
on high-accuracy industrial robot assisted scanning [18, 19].
The limitation of using a cooperative robotic arm is the
difficulty of adapting a complex robot to clinical use. Some
articulated robots have been developed for manipulation of
endomicroscopy probes [20-23]. However, these devices are
comprised of long, rigid shafts that can’t approach the target in
deep areas of the body in a flexible manner.
Several groups have developed flexible manipulators with a
wide curve. For example, Ikuta et al. developed a
micromanipulator to approach inaccessible regions [24]. Other
flexible manipulators have also been developed, such as shape
memory alloys (SMAs) robots [25], biomimetic untethered
robots [26, 27], and twisted bundled tube locomotive device
[28]. Moreover, some of the NOTES platforms such as
EndoSAMURAI [29], direct drive endoscopic system (DDES)
[30], and Flex Robotic System [31] have addressed many
requirements for NOTES including triangulation, dexterity and
platform stability issues. However, since most of these flexible
instruments use wire-driven mechanism, they often suffer
hysteresis problems. They thus cannot provide a robust and
accurate tip-scanning trajectory at the distance scales required
for endomicroscopy.
This application therefore requires a new flexible device
which is capable of precise scanning over a large area of tissue,
1

accessed by a flexible route, with a simple and compact
mechanical design. This paper proposes such a novel flexible
scanning device for large area optical biopsy is. The flexible
scanning device could also be combined with a NOTES
platform or used in laparoscopic surgery. The features of the
system are:
1. The flexible shaft of the device makes it possible to
perform endomicroscopy in deep and narrow sites of the
body, where it is difficult to perform minimally invasive
surgery. The flexible body allows the device to be inserted
without damaging the surrounding tissues.
2. The scanning mechanism adopts an elegant structure for
practical clinical usage. A flexible concentric tube
scanning structure is used to enable a robotized scanning
motion at the tip, which can achieve various scanning
trajectories.
3. A flexible concentric tube structure allows the driver
source to be placed outside of the body, which enhances
the safety of the system because there is no electrical
current running in the body.
4. Because of the simple structure of the device, the scanning
motion at the tip is easy to control via the motors. The
surgeon only needs to push a ‘start’ button, and the
scanning device can scan the target surface automatically.
In addition, the paper presents a detailed mechanical
performance analysis of the scanning structure. Results from
lens tissue paper and porcine liver tissue are demonstrated,
illustrating a viable scanning approach for endomicroscopy.
II. METHODS
A. Mechanical design
The proposed scanning mechanism incorporates a central
channel for passing through a fibre imaging bundle for
endomicroscopy. The distal structure consists of the tip and
base frames, a pin joint, a spur gear link, a rotation gear, a
flexible outer tube, and a flexible inner tube (Fig. 1(A)). The
flexible inner and outer tubes are coaxially located and able to
rotate independently. The flexible tubes are required to have
excellent torque transmission efficiency to provide bending and
rotating motions. The spur gear and rotation gear are in contact
with each other in order to actuate the bending motion. The
base frame and flexible outer tube are fixed together, while the

rotation gear is fixed to the flexible inner tube. The scanning
motion is then driven by control of the flexible inner and outer
tubes. In our mechanical design, the flexible inner tube rotation
angle , the flexible outer tube rotation angle , and tip bending
angle are related by (1).
The proposed scanning mechanism has the ability to scan
several trajectories, such as linear scans, concentric circles and
spiral scans, by combining bending and rotating motion of the
tip. For example, a spiral trajectory can be achieved by rotating
the flexible inner and outer tubes simultaneously at varying
angular velocities. The radial position h in xy dimensions can be
determined by the relation between the tip frame length H and
tip bending angle by (2). The radial position h, together with
the Flexible outer tube rotation angle , provides a spiral
trajectory (Fig. 1(B)).
(1)
(2)
B. Flexible scanning prototype
The scanning device system is shown in Fig. 2 (A). The
flexible scanning device consists of a scanning distal end for
local scanning and approach-route selection, and a flexible
shaft. The device has a maximum outer diameter of 6 mm and
the length of the section which can be inserted into the patient is
300 mm (Fig. 2 (B)). In addition, the prototype is equipped
with one 2.1 mm diameter central channel, through which the
endomicroscope probe can be passed (Fig. 2 (C)).
The flexible inner and outer tubes are placed concentrically
and driven by two high-resolution brushless DC-servomotors
equipped with gear heads and Hall effect sensors (1226 E 012 B
K1855, Faulhaber SA, Germany) (Fig. 2(D)). We utilized
Helical Hollow Strand (HHS) tube as the driven tube, which is
a medical grade wire (stainless steel). We used it to transmit
torque and pushing forces due to its exceptional whip free
characteristics and high resistance to kinks. There is also a
0.8 mm clearance between the inner and outer tubes which
enables the system to transfer rotation independently and
further minimizes internal friction. The backlash of the gears
was minimized to an acceptable level by the inner HHS tube
working as a spring to engage the rotation gear against the spur

Fig. 1. Scanning mechanism, (A) transforming rotational motion of the Flexible outer and inner tubes to a scan motion of the distal end. (B) Spiral trajectory of the
distal end.
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Fig. 2. Flexible scanning device. (A) System configuration of scanning device. (B) Prototype of the flexible scanning device. (C) Enlarged view of distal end with
an endomicroscope probe. (D) Details of the driver unit with rotation gear, brushless DC-servomotors, gear head and Hall sensor.

gear link. Rotation gears are used for translating the rotation of
the motors to the inner and outer tubes. The positional feedback
control is achieved by Hall effect sensors. The probe tip
velocity can be maintained approximately constant by control
of the motors during scanning. For cleaning and sterilization
reasons, the insertion parts of the scanning device can be
separated from the driver unit. The commands to the motors are
generated in Labview from a standard PC. In this custom-made
interface, several parameters including the linear velocity of the
probe, the required number of turns in the spiral or circle, and
the radial spacing between turns are entered in advance. Then
the scanning device can scan the target surface automatically
once initiated. The actual signal output of the motor, including
rotation speed and rotation angle, as well as the effective scan
speed and radial position, are displayed and recorded.
C. Control algorithms
A spiral trajectory was adopted here as an example since it is
an effective means of covering a scan area. For a spiral
trajectory, the parameters include the linear velocity of the
probe Vlinear , and the loop spacing . The parameters R, r and
are shown in Fig. 1. Vlinear is given by (3).

and hence:
L

sin

is the gear ratio and Wm2t is the angular velocity of
Motor 2.

where

Given a trajectory
, We note that the length
by (4).

angles of the scanning tip to avoid loss of tissue contact. The
following equations apply in the limit of small bending angles
which is appropriate when we are dealing with a small area
scanning compared to the full hemi-spherical surface. This
scanning device is targeted towards generation of a mosaic
which is around 5 mm in diameter. This is a significant increase
in area coverage compared to the field-of-view of the probe that
is only around 0.5 mm in diameter.
A good approximation of the spiral parameters (length and
radius) can be obtained from (5) and (6) if the loop spacing
is small compared to the mosaicing diameter. Here, is the
radius of the final point of the spiral. This approximate formula
can be derived by considering a series of
concentric
circles with an average radius of
and an average
circumference of . The total length of the concentric circles,
and to a good approximation the equivalent spiral, is given by:

of a spiral can be calculated
(4)

Here, t is the scanning time.
Although the scanning device has a large hemispherical
working space (20 mm in radius), a practical scanning target
would only require scanning over a small range of bending

To have an idea of the error introduced by the approximate
formula, the following is given as an example. Suppose the
targeted scanning area is 5 mm in diameter (h = 2.5mm) and the
loop spacing, h = 0.5 mm. With the exact formula (4), we get
L = 39.57 mm. With the approximate formula (5), we get
L = 39.27 mm. The difference is only 0.3 mm over 39.57 mm,
an error of 0.75 %, making this approximation suitable for
calculation of length for simplicity.
It was found experimentally that a shift of 40 µm between
images was necessary to ensure consistent mosaicing. Given
the imaging frame rate of 10 fps, a maximum acceptable
tangential velocity of 0.4 mm/s was selected. The frame
overlap, p, is given by (7).
3

where t is the scanning time and is the frame rate. Then the
mosaicing diameter
can be determined by (8).

For the endomicroscopy system used in this study, the frame
rate, , is 10 Hz. The frame overlap,
is chosen as 0.04 mm
as discussed above. The relationship between mosaic diameter,
scan time and loop spacing are illustrated in Fig. 3.

an offline mosaicing algorithm in Matlab. This algorithm
estimates the x and y lateral shift and the rotation between
successive frames using normalized cross-correlation. The
rotation occurs because the 2D motion of the scanning device
requires rotation of the distal tip.
The system was controlled by a Labview program, which
reconstructed images based on the data acquired from the ADC
board. The control scheme is summarised in Fig. 4. A Gaussian
filter is adopted to remove the honeycomb-like structure arising
from the discrete fibre bundle cores. Background corrections
for each channel are acquired by averaging 10 frames. Finally,
a window is applied to remove the edges of the fibre bundle and
the image is auto-contrasted for live display to the user at 10
fps. An AVI video file can be recorded as necessary.

Fig. 3. The radial position that the device can scan over in a given time for
values of the loop spacing h between 0.5 and 2 mm (the spacing is increased
in 0.1 mm steps).

D. Visualisation and image mosaicing
The fibre-bundle used for this study was a Schott leached
imaging bundle (P/N 1251343, SCHOTT North America, Inc.).
It was used with an in-house laser scanning and image
acquisition system for confocal endomicroscopy, similar to
previously reported systems [10, 32]. This custom acquisition
system allows a combination of imaging, mosaicing and
scanner control for real-time use. For testing purposes, we used

Fig. 4 Schematic of control scheme for laser scanning and synchronisation of
image acquisition.

III. RESULTS
A. Mechanical performance evaluation

Fig. 5. Performance evaluation. (A) 3D trajectory of spiral scan, (B) 3D trajectory of concentric circle scan, (C) x position, (D) y position, (E) spiral trajectory, (F)
the linear velocity of the tip of the scanning device.
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Fig. 6. Mosaicing valadation, (A) mosaic created from large area spiral scan over lens tissue paper stained with acriflavine; (A)-(H) imaging of porcine liver tissue
stained with proflavine, showing (A) set up, (B) single point imaging, (C) small circle mosaic, (D) concentric circle mosaic, (E) large circle mosaic, (F) and (G)
large area spirals.

We first examined the characteristics of the 2-DOF scanning
mechanism with or without the Schott leached imaging bundle
using a digital video camera. We used grid paper with a pitch of
0.05 mm (the effective pixel size of the camera in object space)
to confirm that the accuracy of the camera was sufficient to
evaluate the bending angle. The maximum error on the x-axis
was 1 pixel, while the maximum error on y-axis was 0.5 pixel.
Measurements of repeatability were performed over five trials
each of the bending and rotating mechanisms, testing the actual
bending angles against target angles input from the computer
(Table 1).
Table 1. Characteristics of the scanning motion measured by a camera
(n=5).
Measurement item

Without fibre bundle

With fibre bundle

Bending range (°)

-89.11 to 90.35

-86.4 to 88.26

Repeatability of bending (°)

±0.71

±2.9

Tip bending accuracy (mm)

0.5

2.0

One circle rotational range(°)

0 to 360.43

Repeatability of rotation (°)

±0.4

Tip rotating accuracy (mm)

0.2

We then evaluated the trajectory of the tip using an NDI
Aurora Electromagnetic Tracking System (NDI Corp, CA). A
mini electromagnetic sensor with 6 DOFs was attached to the
tip of the scanning device, allowing its position to be measured.
A Kalman filter was applied as a low pass filter to remove the
noise of the position measurements from the EM tracker. The

trajectories of the spiral and concentric circle scans are shown
in Fig. 5 (A) (B). Figs. 5(C) (D) show the experimental and
theoretical x, y positions, while the spiral trajectory is shown in
Fig. 5(E). We calculated the theoretical values from motor
outputs. The linear velocity of a scan is plotted in Fig. 5 (F).
The tip linear velocity can be controlled to maintain a constant
speed, typically 0.4 mm/s. We also measured the generated
force using a digital force gauge. The bending and rotating
forces were 0.7 N and 1.1 N respectively.
B. Mosaicing validation
We first scanned a spiral pattern over a piece of lens tissue
paper stained with acriflavine. The scanning device was
attached to a passive arm during the experiment and the spacing
between loops of the spiral was set to approximately 1 mm.
The resulting mosaic is shown in Fig. 6 (A). The results show
that the scanning device could maintain almost constant tissue
contact when scanning over a large area. There was distortion
and unbalance in the mosaics, possibly due to deformation of the
tissue paper during scanning. The deformation affects
repeatability, but we were able to extract mosaics covering
significant areas.
We scanned the porcine liver surface after taking a curved
approach route (Fig. 6 (B)). The resulting mosaics are shown in
Fig. 6 (C) - (H). The outer and inner diameters of the circle area
are approximately 8 mm and 3.6 mm respectively in Fig. 6 (E).
The circle mosaics, which are approximately 3.1 mm and
7.1 mm in diameter, are shown in Fig. 6 (D) and (F)
respectively. A non-overlapping spiral pattern is shown in
Fig. 6 (G) and (H). The diameter of the spiral is approximately
10 mm and the spacing between loops of the spiral was set to
approximately 2 mm. The trajectories are not perfect circles or
spirals, most likely due to a combination of tip scanning
inaccuracy when under load, mosaicing errors and deformation
5

of the scanned surface. Nevertheless, these image mosaics
could allow for improved global appreciation of the tissue
morphology when compared with individual images or small,
manual mosaics.
IV. DISCUSSION
The spiral workspace of the bending distal end (Fig. 5(A))
shows that the distal end can cover a large area with a radius of
20 mm. The distal end achieved high bending and rotating
repeatability of ±0.71° and ±0.4° respectively. The bending
range of the distal end is between -86.4° to 88.26° with a
leached fibre bundle, which is a sufficient bending range for a
large area scan. The bending range with a fibre bundle was a
little less than without a fibre bundle because of the bundle’s
restoring force. However, this difference was very small and
will not affect scanning maneuverability. With the fibre bundle,
the positional errors at the tip are 2.0 mm (from bending motion)
and 0.2 mm (from rotational motion). The positioning accuracy
should be acceptable for larger field-of-view probes and large
spiral or circle trajectories, but, for small field-of-view probes,
large errors are likely to appear in the mosaics. Nevertheless,
this still allows visualisation of a large area and may be
satisfactory for diagnosis purpose.
The bending and rotating forces are 0.7 N and 1.1 N
respectively. Stable images can be obtained when the tip contact
force is between 0.1 N and 0.5 N [38, 39], and thus the achieved
force makes it possible to carry out scanning with stable images.
The trajectory experiment with the NDI Aurora
Electromagnetic Tracking System showed that the distal end
achieves a spiral and concentric circle scanning motion in 3D
space. It took almost 20 seconds to reach the targeted linear
velocity of 0.4 mm/s.
Depending on the shaft bending angle, the internal and
external friction could affect image mapping. To an extent this
problem is unavoidable, as for any flexible tube-based driven
method, the complex shape of the shaft and friction of the
driven structure will result in inaccurate image mapping. To
minimize this negative effect, we utilized an HHS tube as the
driven shaft. PTFE coatings can be used to enhance the
lubricity of both internal and external movements. We can also
use a PTFE guiding tube to cover the outer HHS tube to reduce
the friction between the tube and tissues. Furthermore, the HHS
tube can be manufactured in multiple layers in order to provide
better control. Therefore, the friction between the flexible tubes
could be low, resulting in a smooth rotation transmission and
image scanning. In some small cavities inside the human body,
the helical mesh structure of the outer tube can also provide a
screw-like motion to facilitate insertion by rotating the outer
tube.
One particular issue of the gear-based systems is backlash.
However, backlash primarily occurs when changing the
rotational direction of the gears. It therefore affects trajectories
which bend back and forth, but there is little backlash during
one-way bending such as spiral trajectories. Hence, it is easy to
reduce the backlash because only one pair of
specially-designed gears is adopted. In future, compensation
and predictive control algorithms could improve the robustness
of tip motion, and need to be further studied.

The flexible shaft of the scanning device makes it possible to
enter deep and narrow areas of the human body. The minimum
bend radius of the flexible shaft is 45 mm. This radius is
sufficient for maneuvers around large organs such as the liver.
Using the bending motion of the distal end, the flexible
scanning device could in future allow selection of the approach
route, which could make insertion easier. Moreover, the
flexible scanning device, combined with the NOTES
platform’s four-directional flexion, could allow the creation of
an array of mosaics centered on user-specified points of
interest.
The lens tissue paper and porcine liver tissue evaluations in
this study show that the flexible scanning device has strong
potential to enable stable imaging. By increasing the rigidity of
the flexible outer and inner tubes, the torque transmission to the
distal end will be smoother, which could result in more stable
scan motion. It is necessary to choose suitable rigidity and
flexibility of the flexible inner and outer tubes depending on the
application.
For validation of this study, we implemented a simple
cross-correlation based mosaicing algorithm. Because the
position and angle of each frame is determined by comparing it
with the previous frame, this method accumulates errors during
the scan. When combined with deformation of the tissue due to
the motion of the probe, this results in mosaics which do not
appear to closely match the programmed trajectory. Instead,
distorted mosaics such as those shown above are obtained. It is
difficult to quantitatively evaluate and distinguish between
errors caused by tissue deformation, mechanical inaccuracy and
cumulative mosaicking errors. The mosaicing results do,
however, confirm that the probe follows a trajectory
approximately as planned. This could be improved by
integrating a more complex mosaicing algorithm that takes
account of cumulative errors and tissue deformation. For
example, mosaicing algorithms that do not assume rigid
transformations can be used for correction of distortions due to
tissue deformation [33]. These algorithms could be adopted for
retrospective analysis. This may need to be run offline due to
the associated computational complexity.
To control the scanning trajectory of the probe while
accounting for tissue deformation, visual servoing could also be
used. For example, Rosa et al. have used a robotic arm to
generate a mosaic with consideration of tissue deformation [18].
Some studies have also looked at micro-optical assemblies such
as fisheye lenses for the tip of the endomicroscope which have
the potential to create larger effective overlaps of the viewing
area during probe actuation, although this work is relatively
immature.
The scanning device could be combined with shape-lockable
platforms, such as direct drive endoscopic system (DDES,
developed by Boston Scientific, MA) [30], rigid and flexible
outer sheaths [34-35], or the Incisionless Operating Platform
(IOP, developed by USGI Medical, CA) [36-37]. These
NOTES platforms are equipped with working channels that are
more than 6 mm in diameter. Thus, the scanning device could
reach the target through the working channel of the NOTES
platform. During a NOTES procedure, the surgeon would
perform an initial visual inspection using the endoscopic
camera view, and then either apply a topical fluorescent
contrast agent to the suspected area by a tube inserted through
6

working channel of the NOTES platform, or inject a systemic
contrast agent (fluorescein). The scanning device would then be
inserted through the working channel, moved to the target area
by the NOTES platform under image guidance, and deployed
against the target tissue. This would allow real-time evaluation
of the tissue microstructure without the need for invasive
biopsy. In particular, the device could be used for transrectal
and transvaginal NOTES, because the approach is suitable for
short, gentle curves.
In laparoscopy, the device could be directly inserted through
the abdominal ports on the patient. The laparoscope could then
be used to guide the scanning device to reach the target and
perform scanning procedures. In both cases, images could be
streamed from the endomicroscope and overlaid live onto the
surgeon’s view. The 2D mosaics could also be fused into a 3D
stereo reconstruction of the surgical scene from laparoscope,
thus providing intuitive visualisation and fusion of the
multi-scale images.
At the start of each scan, we manually adjusted the motors to
ensure the scanning tip returned to a straight condition using a
set up tube, and then made a re-initialization of the motors. In
practice, the start-point for a scan may need to be from a
different position, to accommodate the possible access route
and available workspace. In this case, firstly, the tip would need
to be bent until a good quality of the tissue image was obtained,
implying that proper tissue contact has been achieved. Parts of
the hemisphere could then be scanned using raster trajectories.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have developed a new flexible scanning
device for endomicroscopy in deep and narrow areas in the
human body. The experimental results showed that the flexible
scanning device could follow a curved path with a suitable
radius of curvature and that it can scan over a local area. We
have demonstrated the potential to provide a much larger
field-of-view for optical biopsy than conventional
endomicroscopy. This could offer the surgeon more
comprehensive information than single-point imaging or short
manual mosaics, greatly improving the prospects for
intraoperative in situ margin evaluation.
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